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DO MIRROR PLANETS EXISTIN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM?R. FootShool of Physis, Researh Center for High Energy PhysisUniversity of Melbourne, Vitoria 3010, Australiaand Z.K. SilagadzeBudker Institute of Nulear Physis, 630 090 Novosibirsk, Russia(Reeived April 19, 2001)Mirror matter is predited to exist if parity is an unbroken symmetryof nature. Currently, there is a large amount of evidene that mirror mat-ter atually exists oming from astrophysis and partile physis. One ofthe most fasinating (but speulative) possibilities is that there is a signif-iant abundane of mirror matter within our solar system. If the mirrormatter ondensed to form a large body of planetary or stellar mass thenthere ould be interesting observable e�ets. Indeed studies of long periodomets suggest the existene of a solar ompanion whih has esaped di-ret detetion and is, therefore, a andidate for a mirror body. Nemesis,hypothetial �death star� ompanion of the Sun, proposed to explain bio-logial mass extintions, may potentially be a mirror star. We examine theprospets for deteting these objets if they do indeed exist and are madeof mirror matter.PACS numbers: 95.30.�k, 11.30.Er, 95.35.+dOne of the most interesting andidates for dark matter oming from par-tile physis is �mirror matter�. Mirror matter is predited to exist if parity isa symmetry of Nature [1,2℄. The idea is that for eah ordinary partile, suhas the photon, eletron, proton and neutron, there is a orresponding mirrorpartile, of exatly the same mass as the ordinary partile. The fundamen-tal interations of the mirror partiles preisely mirror those of the ordinarypartiles. For example, the mirror proton interats with the mirror photonin preisely the same way in whih an ordinary proton interats with anordinary photon. The mirror partiles are not produed in laboratory ex-periments just beause they ouple very weakly to the ordinary partiles.In the modern language of gauge theories, the mirror partiles are all sin-glets under the standard G � SU(3) 
 SU(2)L 
 U(1)Y gauge interations.(2271)



2272 R. Foot, Z.K. SilagadzeInstead the mirror partiles interat with a set of mirror gauge partiles,so that the gauge symmetry of the theory is doubled, i.e. G 
G (the ordi-nary partiles are, of ourse, singlets under the mirror gauge symmetry) [2℄.Parity is onserved beause the mirror partiles experiene V + A mirrorweak interations and the ordinary partiles experiene the usual V � Aweak interations. Ordinary and mirror partiles interat with eah otherpredominantly by gravity only.While mirror matter has always been extremely well motivated theoret-ially, it is only in relatively reent times that the experimental and obser-vational evidene for it has aumulated to the point where an impressivease for its existene an be made (for a review of the urrent status ofmirror matter, see Ref. [3℄). First, it provides a natural andidate for darkmatter. Mirror matter is naturally dark and stable and appears to havethe neessary properties to explain the dark matter inferred to exist in theUniverse [4℄. On galati sales, there is evidene from a reent weak mi-rolensing study [5℄ for large lumps of invisible matter whih might bea mirror galaxy (or galaxy luster) [3℄. Within galaxies suh as our ownMilky Way, mirror matter may be the dominant omponent of the halo,thereby explaining the MACHO observations [6℄ 1. On small sales (suhas solar system sale) systems ontaining ordinary and mirror matter ouldexist but it is likely that they should be quite unequally mixed (e.g. 99% or-dinary matter and 1% mirror matter). This is beause ordinary and mirrormatter are naturally segregated on small sales as they do not have om-mon dissipative interations [4℄. In fat, the strange properties of some ofthe extra-solar planets may be explained more naturally if they are mirrorplanets [9℄. Furthermore, reent Hubble Spae Telesope star ount resultsshow the de�it of loal luminous matter [10℄, expeted if the population ofthe mirror stars in the galati disk is numerous enough [11℄.On quite a di�erent tak, there is evidene for mirror matter omingfrom the solar and atmospheri neutrino anomalies [12, 13℄. Ordinary andmirror neutrinos are maximally mixed with eah other if neutrinos havemass [12℄. The maximal �e ! � 0e (the 0 denote the mirror partile) osil-lations predit an approximate 50% �e �ux redution thereby explainingthe solar neutrino experiments while the maximal �� ! � 0� osillations pre-dit the up�down neutrino asymmetry observed in SuperKamiokande [14℄(see e.g. Ref. [15℄ for a �t of maximal �� ! � 0� osillations to the data).The idea is also ompatible with the LSND experiment [12℄. Interestingly,1 The onventional red, brown or white dwarf interpretation of these MACHO eventshave real problems [7℄. It is also possible that the MACHO events are due to lens inthe LMC (and not atually in the halo of our galaxy), however, this interpretationalso is problemati [8℄.



Do Mirror Planets Exist in Our Solar System? 2273maximal ordinary�mirror neutrino osillations do not pose any problems forBig Bang Nuleosynthesis (BBN) and an even �t the inferred primordialabundanes better than the standard model [16℄.Finally, there are several other interesting e�ets of mirror matter whihhave been disussed suh as photon�mirror photon kineti mixing [17℄,Higgs�mirror Higgs mixing [2, 18℄ and possible ordinary�mirror partile in-terations [19℄ expeted in urrently popular models of large extra dimen-sions [20℄. It should also be noted that there are variants of the mirror matteridea where the mirror symmetry is assumed to be spontaneously broken [21℄.Given the possibility that many nearby stars have �hot jupiters�, whihmay really be �ool mirror planets�, it is possible that there are also mirrorstars/planets/omets et., gravitationally bound to our Sun. Of ourse,any very nearby large planet would have been deteted via its gravitationalin�uene. A more distant ompanion is a priori a fasinating possibility. Infat, there is some evidene for the existene of suh objets from biologialmass extintions and reent studies of long period omets as we now disuss.Over the past 15 years, or so, there has been speulation that there isa ompanion star to the Sun, alled �Nemesis� [22℄. The motivation forNemesis was based on studies suggesting that biologial mass extintionsdisplayed some periodiity (on a time sale of about 26 million years) whihrequired an extraterrestrial ause [23℄. It was also argued that the ages ofraters displayed a similar periodiity [24℄. The idea is that Nemesis wouldhave a moderately eentri orbit with an orbital period of 26 million years,whih would periodially disturb the Oort loud and ause omets to enterinto the inner solar system and trigger the mass extintions. Subsequentsearhes for Nemesis failed to �nd it [25℄ and also some studies suggestedthat its orbit was likely to be unstable [26℄. However, if the orbit is near thegalati plane, the urrent Nemesis's lifetime an be as big as 109 years [27℄.This lifetime is not long enough for Nemesis to have been in suh a large orbitat the formation of the solar system, about 5�109 years ago. However, at theformation of the solar system, at whih time Nemesis was also presumablyformed, the orbit may have been muh tighter, expanding to the present orbitas a onsequene of tidal perturbations from passing stars and moleularlouds [27℄. It has been argued that the perturbations by giganti moleularlouds may be the most serious threat for stability of Nemesis [26℄, but ithas also been argued that the very di�use nature of these massive loudsgreatly redues the possible e�et [28℄.Reently, new muh more diret evidene for planetary or stellar om-panions to the Sun has also emerged. Two groups [29, 30℄ have studied theorbits of long period omets. They �nd that there is a statistially signi�antexess of aphelion distanes of long-period omets aligned on a great irle(for omets in the 30 k�50 k a.u. range). The approah of the two groups



2274 R. Foot, Z.K. Silagadzewas quite di�erent, with the Ref. [29℄ taking a subsample of the most au-rately observed long period omets while Ref. [30℄ used a larger sample, butinluded less well observed omets. Apparently, the two groups �nd some-what di�erent great irles, whih an mean several things. It might meanthat there are two ompanions, or only one ompanion (if one of the groupsis mistaken) or no suh ompanion (if they both srewed up). For example,the study of Ref. [29℄ �nds that the data suggests the existene of a largeplanet or star with orbital period of around 6 million years (whih impliesa distane from the Sun of about 32000 a.u. for a irular orbit). Theanalysis suggests that the orbital plane of the ompanion planet/star wasinlined at roughly 35Æ to the galati plane with a retrograde orbit. Inter-estingly, both of these harateristis, the relatively low inlination to thegalati plane and the retrograde orbit were already identi�ed as neessaryonditions for the stability of suh orbit [27℄. Thus, it seems to be possi-ble that the hypothetial planet/star identi�ed in Ref. [29℄ was an originalmember of the solar system. Clearly, further data should larify whethersuh ompanions really exist.If ompanion stars/planets do exist, then it is possible that they are lightenough to be below the hydrogen burning threshold and may have esapeddetetion. However, another possibility is that the ompanion objets maybe made of mirror matter (the possibility that Nemesis exists and is madeof mirror matter was earlier disussed in [31℄2). This will give a simpleexplanation for why their orbital plane is inlined with respet to the elipti(naturally, tidal perturbations may have modi�ed their orbits somewhatover time too). Indeed, beause ordinary and mirror matter ouple togethermainly by gravity, it is natural for the ordinary and mirror parts of nebula(from whih the solar system was made) to have di�erent initial onditions,like angular momentum. If the galaxy ontains a signi�ant amount of mirrormatter, suh mixed protosolar nebula an be formed, for example, duringinterpenetration of ordinary and mirror giant moleular louds [32℄.Of ourse, it is ertainly true that if there is a mirror matter ompanionwithin our solar system then its existene will be hallenging to establish.Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that this possibility, whihmight be true, is in priniple a testable hypothesis!First of all let us mention some indiret heks. If the Sun�Nemesisonstitute a mixed binary system there will be other similar star systemsaround. We have already mentioned strange properties of some reently ob-2 The possibility that the protosolar nebula ould ontain �shadow� matter and itsevolution ould lead to the formation of some mirror solar objets, like Nemesis, wasalso mentioned in [33℄. But this idea was not further developed in [33℄ and eventaken seriously, beause it was thought that big bang nuleosynthesis data exludesthe �shadow world� with ompletely symmetri mirophysis.



Do Mirror Planets Exist in Our Solar System? 2275served extrasolar planets and their interpretation as mirror planets orbitingordinary stars [9℄. One an imagine a reversed situation: an ordinary planetorbiting mirror star. Remarkably eighteen �isolated planetary mass objets�were atually disovered [34℄ in � Orionis star luster. Instead of being re-ally isolated, whih will hallenge onventional theories of planet formation,these objets ould be ordinary Jovian type planets orbiting invisible mirrorstars [35℄. This idea an be tested by searhing for a periodi Doppler shiftof absorption lines in the planet emanation spetra [35℄, or/and by PlanetaryMirolensing tehnique [36℄.Photon�mirror photon mixing an e�et the orthopositronium lifetime[37℄ and lead to an interesting resolution of the orthopositronium lifetimepuzzle [38℄. If the mixing parameter has indeed the magnitude requiredfor the mirror world interpretation of the orthopositronium anomaly (andthis will be experimentally tested in future vauum avity experiments),a new window will be opened in mirror matter searhes in the solar sys-tem. As mirror meteoroids would e�etively interat with Earth's atmo-sphere in this ase, releasing most of their kineti energy in the atmosphereand possibly ending in atmospheri explosion [3, 38℄. In suh �Tunguska-like� events neither meteoroid fragments nor any signi�ant rater would befound. Also, any ordinary matter areted onto the mirror ompanion anpotentially beome hot due to the oupling of mirror matter to ordinarymatter via the photon�mirror photon mixing. This may make the mirrorompanion potentially observable (and may appear to have the harateris-tis of a strange type of white dwarf, espeially if the ompanion objet isof stellar weight) [39℄.Another means of investigating the Nemesis hypothesis is provided byexploration of ratering rates of the nearby elestial bodies suh as the Moonand the Mars. It was argued [40℄ that the age distribution of raters on theMoon an be studied by using lunar spherulus. A pilot study had beenalready performed [41℄ using 155 spherulus from the lunar soil delivered byAppolo 14 mission. The results are promising. From 3Gyr ago until about0.4Gyr ago the inferred ratering rate gradually dereases. This is onsistentwith the expetation that the density of potential impators (asteroids andomets) should derease, as time goes by, beause Jupiter slowly eliminatesthem by de�eting them into the Sun or ejeting them out of the solarsystem. At 0.4Gyr, however, the rate suddenly inreases by a fator of3:7� 1:2 and returns to the level it had 3Gyr earlier. This fat has �a readyexplanation� [41℄ in the framework of the Nemesis hypothesis. One animagine that just about 0.4Gyr ago the Nemesis was perturbed into a moreeentri orbit by a passing star, thus beoming able to approah the Oortloud losely at every subsequent perihelions and trigger omet showers.



2276 R. Foot, Z.K. SilagadzeThe median age unertainty, ahieved thus far in the lunar spheruleprojet, is about 150Myr not su�ient to resolve a 26Myr periodiity �the main predition of the Nemesis hypothesis. But future similar studieswill hopefully reah the neessary preision. If the 26Myr periodiity in ra-tering rates is unambiguously established but the Nemesis nevertheless is notfound in future parallax surveys of the stars as dim as 10th magnitude (theHipparos satellite surveyed only about 1/4 of the known andidates [41℄),the mirror option will get strong support.Even if mirror solar ompanions exist and are invisible, then their exis-tene ould still be on�rmed! Even ompletely dark ompat gravitatingobjets reveal themselves through the gravitational lensing e�et they pro-due on bakground stars [42℄. It is expeted that Spae InterferometryMission (SIM), planned to be launhed in 2005, will allow a determinationof the mass, the distane, and the proper motion of virtually any MACHOapable of induing a mirolensing event [43℄. For putative mirolensingevent due to Nemesis the angular Einstein ring radius would be [43℄'E � 90 mas sMNM� r1 pDN ;where MN is the Nemesis mass and DN the distane to it. Thus it willbe resolved by SIM whih is expeted to have angular resolution of about10 mas. Therefore, if suh a mirolensing event is really deteted, it will givea very detailed information about Nemesis. The only problem is that beausethe present position of the Nemesis is unknown we are fored to relay merelyon a hane to disover the event or perform a full sky dediated searh for it.Whether or not mirror matter exists will beome learer as time goes by.In the mean time, it is fun to think about the impliations of fasinatingpossibilities suh as mirror planets in our solar system. In addition to the(admittedly very speulative) evidene for faint solar ompanions providedby observations disussed above, it is also possible that some other muhloser and smaller mirror planet an also exist. Over time, if its orbit iseentri enough, suh planet an approah to various �normal� solar planetsand ause observed oddities in the solar system, like Pluto's orbit. We analso speulate that the formation of the Moon was a result of tidal �ssion ofthe Earth aused by a lose enounter with a mirror planet.But speulations apart, the hypothesis that there are some mirror objetsin the solar system is, in priniple, a testable hypothesis, beause thesemirror objets an lead to observable e�ets due to their gravitationalinterations and they may also observably radiate if they ontain enoughordinary matter.R.F. is an Australian Researh Fellow. We also thank J.B. Murray andJ. Matese for orrespondene.
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